DaVinci’s Newest Masterpiece

IQ2 Premium Dual Use Vaporizer
Clean. Cool. Control.
For connoisseurs who simply want the very best portable,
dual-use vaporizer, DaVinci’s newest provides cooler vapor
and the ultimate flavor and control. The IQ2 empowers you to
not only customize your cannabis experience through precision
temperature and adjustable air flow, but also empowers you to
track and report your dose per draw and per session.

Clean
DaVinci’s Legacy of Exceptionally Clean Vaporizers Continues
Like the other DaVinci vaporizers, the IQ2 is built with purity in
mind with medical-grade components. No metal or plastic
parts touch your herb or contaminate the flavor of your vapor.
The airtight, all ceramic air path is engineered with zirconia and
a glass-lined oven to ensure unprecedented purity and flavor.

Cool
NEW: Air DialTM for
Adjustable Air Flow
Using the IQ2’s air flow dial, adjust your device for easier
draws and enjoy vapor that is 50% cooler than other
vaporizers. Reduce your draw resistance and
experience bigger, denser vapor.

Control
NEW: On Device and In App Dosage Calculation
Input your strain potency and the amount of herb or
extracts in your oven and your IQ2 will track and
report dose per draw and per session. Add a
maximum dose per session in the app and your IQ2
will alert you when you have reached your desired
dose.

IQ2 Improvements
1. Dual Use: The IQ2 includes a Dosage Pod adaptable for use with extracts.
2. Air Flow: The IQ2 features an Air DialTM that enables you to customize your airflow and
draw resistance. The Air Dial enables you to adjust your air flow to 40% less and 67% more
than the IQ. The IQ2 features 35% more air holes. Increasing the airflow on IQ2 to allow for
cooler, less dense vapor. Decreasing the airflow via the Air Dial will allow for a more
dense vapor experience.
3. Dosage: The IQ2 is the first Fill Your Own - Know Your Dose portable vaporizer. Enter your
strain potency and the amount of herb or extracts in your oven and your IQ2 will track
and report dose per draw and per session. Add a maximum dose per session in the app
and your IQ2 will alert you when you have reached your desired dose.
4. Cleaning: The shape of the vapor path has been adjusted so that it’s even easier to
clean.
5. Oven: The IQ2’s oven is better insulated from the battery for better performance. It’s also
20% thicker for a more flavorful, even roast of your dry herb.
6. Pearl: The IQ’s pearl extends 30% further and is easier to adjust making it even easier to
modify your oven size and pack your material more tightly.
7. Slightly Larger: Due to the Air Dial, extra battery insulation and thicker oven, the IQ2 is 9%
larger and 0.4oz/11g heavier.
8. Exterior: While the IQ features a sandblasted aluminum shell, the IQ2’s shell is brushed
aluminum and is available in four colors: onyx, gunmetal, azure and amethyst.

IQ2 Specifications
Compatible With

Dry Herb and Extracts

Capacity

0.5g Dry Herb Oven, 0.2g Dosage Pod

Heating System

Glass Lined Oven, Heat-not-burn Conduction

Air Flow

Adjustable, Five Levels

Air Path

Airtight, Glass and Zirconia Ceramic

Temperature Control

Smart Paths and Precision Temperature Mode
On Device LED Display and App Control

Smartphone App

Personalization, Temperature Control,
Track and Report Dosage, Update Firmware

Materials Outside

Brushed Aluminum

Size

1.75 x 3.61 x 0.97 inches / 4.5 x 9.2 x 2.5 cm

Weight

5.6 oz / 159 g

Heat-up Time

Less Than 1 Minute

Battery

Type 18650, 1 Hour Use, Removable/Rechargeable

Charging Time

6 Hours in IQ2 (less in external chargers, sold separately)

Warranty

10 Years

